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July 2009 CE Edition.)

‘The impact of Arabic on European languages had been so vast, so wideranging and so enduring and yet subjected to such indifference and had been
taken for granted so frustratingly that it needed a scholar of titanic
proportions like Dr. V. Abdur Rahim to make the present-day
Europeans realize how much they should be indebted to Arabic...’

‘The title of the book is startling and is meant to startle…’

‘The title cover of the book carries a photograph of a bridge in London,
suggesting that Arabic is a bridge between East and West ...’

‘The author says:
‘Only words recognized by European linguists as borrowings from Arabic,
and mentioned in reputed dictionaries, are included in this book.’
This line of abundant caution makes the book authoritative and authentic…’

‘The diversity of the branches of learning from which passages are taken out
for illustration, leaves the reader awe-struck…’
‘There are certain books quoted which are centuries old.’

‘The quotations are given in their original spelling without modernising
them.’
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‘The vast erudition of the author is reflected in them [the copious quotes given
from English literary works]. Their appropriateness is a matter of marvel…’

‘A reflection on the scale of hard work put into the collection of the extracts
and the number of years spent in the collection overwhelms a grateful
reader…’
‘The standard of scholarship is such that the author finds fault with Oxford
English Dictionary on pages 5, 14, 18, 43, 67, 108, 118, 129 and 161...’

‘…the book …contains profoundly philosophical observations on language
per se.’

‘…book is spiced with pun, witticism, and a sense of humour.’

‘The quality of the book can be summed up in two phrases taken from
the book itself :
concentrated erudition, (p.14)
and excellent exposition (p.175). ‘

‘…The possession of this book will speak volumes about the level of literacy
and the quality of literary taste of any person or place…’
‘The book is monumental.’

‘It is a book on the civilizing influence of Arabic which India and the world
need to know.’

End Quotes. Copyrighted material. For personal use only.
Source and complete review at: www .radianceweekly.com

Proceed to Extract from INTRODUCTION
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